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Abstract— OpenMP is increasingly being adopted by current
many-core embedded processors to exploit their parallel compu-
tation capabilities. Unfortunately, current run-time implementa-
tions of the latest specification (v4.0) are not suitable for proces-
sors relying on small and fast on-chip memories, due to its mem-
ory consumption. This paper proposes an OpenMP4 run-time
that reduces the memory consumption while providing the same
performance. Our run-time relies on a new compiler pass capa-
ble to generate the task dependency graph of OpenMP programs,
which is then efficiently stored in memory.

I. INTRODUCTION

Modern many-core embedded platforms provide the level
of performance required to face current and future challenges
of embedded systems. These platforms incorporate suitable
programming models to exploit their massive parallel compu-
tation capacities. This is the case of OpenMP, the de-facto
standard for shared-memory architectures and widely adopted
in the high-performance computing (HPC) domain. Recently,
due to the introduction of new many-core embedded architec-
tures (e.g. Kalray MPPA [3], STM P2012 [6], TI Keystone II
[10]), OpenMP has also gained a lot of attention in the embed-
ded domain [18][21][9]. Originally focused on massively data-
parallel loop-intensive applications, the latest OpenMP speci-
fication [2] (OpenMP4) has evolved to consider dynamic, fine-
grained and irregular parallelism. This includes a mature sup-
port for highly-unstructured task parallelism with features to
express task dependencies. These features are very relevant for
embedded systems, often running real-time applications mod-
eled as task dependency graphs (TDG) [21].

Current OpenMP4 run-time implementations (e.g. lib-
gomp [1], nanos++ [7]) require large data structures in memory
to manage the tasking model. Modern many-core embedded
designs, however, rely on computing fabrics with small on-
chip memories that are accessible by a limited number of cores
(usually organized in clusters), making these run-times unsuit-
able. This is the case of the MPPA processor, a many-core
composed of 16 clusters of 16 cores each, coupled with 2 MB
of private on-chip memory per cluster. As a result, MPPA (like
other many-core embedded processors) only supports older
OpenMP specifications (v3.1) with no task dependency fea-
tures. There is therefore a need to implement memory efficient
OpenMP4 run-times to fully exploit the performance opportu-
nities of these platforms.

This paper proposes a new lightweight OpenMP4 run-time
that reduces the memory consumed by the tasking data struc-
tures, while maintaining the same performance of current im-
plementations. To do so, our run-time relies on a new com-
piler pass capable of generating the TDG of OpenMP programs
including all task instances and dependencies that can exist
at run-time. Then, our run-time efficiently stores and man-
ages the statically generated TDG to determine the order in
which tasks are executed. Our results show that this strategy
reduces the run-time memory usage, enabling the execution
of OpenMP4 programs in memory-constrained environments
such as the MPPA.

II. OPENMP4 TASKING MODEL

OpenMP defines a thread as an execution entity associated
with a stack and static memory, and a task as a specific in-
stance of executable code generated when a thread encounters
a task construct or a parallel construct. The region of
code associated to a task construct is called task region.

An OpenMP program starts with a single thread of execu-
tion, called initial. This thread runs sequentially until it en-
counters a parallel construct, when a new team of threads
is created. The number of threads in the team may be forced
with the num threads clause.

Tasks may be synchronized in two manners: (1) task depen-
dences, by means of the clause depend, and (2) synchroniza-
tion constructs, by means of the taskwait or the barrier
directives. The depend clause imposes an ordering relation
between sibling tasks (tasks that are child tasks of the same
task region). OpenMP defines three types of dependencies:
in, out and inout. A task with an in clause cannot start
until the set of tasks with an out or an inout clause on the
same data elements complete. The synchronization directives
instead, specify a waiting point on completion: the barrier
construct implies all threads in the binding parallel region to
wait for the others to complete; the taskwait construct im-
plies the binding thread waits only for those tasks that are child
of the binding task region. Note that all tasks bound to a given
parallel region are guaranteed to have completed at the implicit
synchronization barrier at the end of the parallel region.

Listing 1 shows an OpenMP program that processes the el-
ements of a blocked 2D matrix using a wave-front paralleliza-
tion strategy [8]. The parallel construct (line 1) defines



Listing 1 Example of an OpenMP program.

1 #pragma omp p a r a l l e l num threads ( 8 )
2 #pragma omp master / / Task r e g i o n T0
3 f o r ( i n t i =0 ; i <=2; i ++) {
4 f o r ( i n t j =0 ; j <=2; j ++) {
5 i f ( i ==0 && j ==0) { / / I n i t i a l b l o c k
6 #pragma omp task depend ( i n o u t :m[ i ] [ j ] )
7 c o m p u t e b l o c k ( i , j ) ; / / Task r e g i o n T1
8 } e l s e i f ( i == 0) { / / B l o c k s i n upper edge
9 #pragma omp task depend ( in :m[ i ] [ j −1] ,

10 i n o u t :m[ i ] [ j ] )
11 c o m p u t e b l o c k ( i , j ) ; / / Task r e g i o n T2
12 } e l s e i f ( j == 0) { / / B l o c k s i n l e f t edge
13 #pragma omp task depend ( in :m[ i −1][ j ] ,
14 i n o u t :m[ i ] [ j ] )
15 c o m p u t e b l o c k ( i , j ) ; / / Task r e g i o n T3
16 } e l s e { / / I n t e r n a l b l o c k s
17 #pragma omp task depend ( in :m[ i −1][ j ] , in :m[ i ] [ j −1] ,
18 in :m[ i −1][ j −1] , i n o u t :m[ i ] [ j ] )
19 c o m p u t e b l o c k ( i , j ) ; / / Task r e g i o n T4
20 }
21 }}

a team of 8 threads. The master construct (line 2) speci-
fies that only the master thread (i.e. the thread creating the
parallel region) will execute the associated code. The algo-
rithm divides the matrix in 3 × 3 blocks, assigning each one
to a different task. Each block ([i, j]) consumes the previous
adjacent blocks and itself. Thus, all tasks have an inout de-
pendency on the computed block ([i, j]) (lines 6, 10, 14 and
18). T2 and T3 compute the upper and left edges, so they only
consume the left ([i, j−1]) and the upper ([i−1, j]) blocks re-
spectively (lines 9 and 13), whereas T4 computes the internal
blocks ([i− 1, j], [i, j− 1] and [i− 1, j− 1]) (lines 17-18). All
tasks are guaranteed to have completed at the implicit barrier
at the end of the parallel region (line 21).

III. THE STATIC CONSTRUCTION OF THE TDG

A. Why Deriving the TDG Statically?

Current implementations of OpenMP4 tasking model (e.g.
libgomp, nanos++) build the TDG at run-time for a twofold
reason: (1) the TDG depends on the tasks that are instantiated
(and so executed), which is determined in turn by the control
flow graph (CFG); and (2) the addresses of the data elements
upon which dependencies are build, are known at run-time.

When a new task is created, its in and out dependencies
are matched against those of the existing tasks. To do so,
each task region maintains a hash table that stores the mem-
ory address of each data element contained within the out and
inout clauses, and the list of tasks associated to it. The hash
table is further augmented with links to those tasks depending
on it, i.e. including the same data element within the in and
inout clauses. In this way, when the task completes, the run-
time can quickly identify its successors, which may be ready
to execute.

Building the TDG at run-time requires storing the hash ta-
bles in memory until a taskwait or a barrier directive
is encountered. Since dependencies can only be defined be-
tween sibling tasks, when such directives are encountered, all

tasks in their binding region are guaranteed to finish. More-
over, removing the information of a single task at completion
would result too costly, because dependent tasks are tracked in
multiple linked lists in the hash table. As a result, the mem-
ory consumption may significantly increase as the number of
instantiated tasks increases.

Such a memory consumption is not a problem in HPC sys-
tems, in which large amounts of memory are available. How-
ever, this is not the case in the newest many-core embedded
architectures. For example, the MPPA processor [3] integrates
16 clusters of 16-cores each, with a 2 MB on-chip private
memory per cluster. Despite the overall size of the MPPA
memory is 32 MB, clusters only have access to their private
memory. The rest of memory is accessible through DMA
operations (with a significant performance penalization), and
so the complete program (including the OpenMP run-time li-
brary) must reside within the private memory. Therefore, it is
of paramount importance that the memory consumed by the
run-time is reduced to the bare minimum.

To minimize the memory used by the run-time, we develop
a new compiler pass to statically build the complete TDG and
keep it in memory. Although this idea may seem counter-
intuitive, the data structures needed to store a statically-
generated TDG are much lighter than those necessary to dy-
namically build the TDG. This strategy results in a huge reduc-
tion of the memory used at run-time.

Statically deriving the TDG provides an extra benefit: it
allows applying real-time DAG scheduling models[4], from
which timing guarantees can be derived [21][15]. This is not
addressed in this paper and remains as a future work.

Our compiler pass is composed of two stages: A control/-
data flow analysis stage and a task expansion stage.

B. Control/Data Flow Analysis Stage

This stage identifies: (1) the control flow statements (selec-
tions and loops) that determine if a task is instantiated, and (2)
the conditions to fulfill for two tasks to be dependent. This is
done by the following three compiler analysis phases:

1. Parallel Control Flow Analysis. The parallel control
flow graph (PCFG) [24] of an OpenMP program is gener-
ated, enriching the classic CFG representation with informa-
tion about parallelism. The compiler may not be able to assert
that two depend clauses designate the same memory loca-
tion, e.g. arrays or pointers. Hence, PCFG synchronization
edges are augmented with predicates defining the condition to
be fulfilled for the edge to exist. In the example shown in List-
ing 1, the dependencies that matrix m originates among tasks
depend on the values of i and j.

2. Induction Variables Analysis. On top of the PCFG, the
compiler evaluates the iteration statements to discover the in-
duction variables (IVs) and their evolution over the iterations,
i.e. lower bound (lb), upper bound (ub) and stride (str).

3. Range Analysis [19]. Finally, this phase (augmented
with support for OpenMP), computes the values of the vari-
ables at any point of the program in four steps: (1) generate a
set C of equations that constrains the values of each variable



Fig. 1. asTDG of the OpenMP program in Listing 1.

(equations are built for each assignment and control flow state-
ment); (2) build a constraint graph that represents the relations
among the constraints; (3) split the graph into strongly con-
nected components (SCC) to avoid cycles; (4) propagate the
ranges over the SCCs in topological order.

These three phases provide the information needed to gen-
erate an augmented static TDG (asTDG) with data and control
flow knowledge. The asTDG is defined by the tuple 〈N,E,C〉,
where: N = {V × TN} is the set of nodes with its type
TN = {Task, Taskwait, Barrier}; E = {N × N × P} is
the set of possible synchronization edges with the predicate P
that must fulfill for the edge to exist; and C = N × {F} is the
set of control flow statements involved in the instantiation of
any task n ∈ N , where F = S × {TF }, being S the condition
to instantiate the tasks and TF = {Loop, IfElse, Switch},
the type of the structure.

Fig. 1 shows the asTDG of the OpenMP program in List-
ing 1. It includes the set of task constructs N = T1, T2, T3, T4

from lines 6, 9, 13 and 17, all with type TN = Task. fi ∈ F
are the control flow statements for and if at lines 3, 4, 5,
8, 12 and 16, attached to the corresponding tasks in N , and
include information about: (1) the IVs of each loop i, j, both
with lb = 0, ub = 2 and str = 1 (dashed-line boxes); (2)
the conditions of the selection statements enclosing each task
(solid-line boxes); and (3) the ranges of the variables in those
conditions, e.g. T3 is instantiated if i = 1 or 2 and j = 0. In
the predicates p ∈ P associated to the synchronization edges in
E, the left hand side of the equality corresponds to the value of
the variable at the point in time the source task is instantiated,
while the right side corresponds to the value when the target
task is instantiated. For example, the predicate of the edge be-
tween T1 and T3 with p1((i == i || i == i−1) && j == j),
evaluates to true, meaning that the edge exists when i = 0, j =
0 for T1 and i = 1, j = 0 for T3.

For simplicity, fig. 1 only includes the dependencies that are
actually expanded in the next stage (Section C). The actual
asTDG has edges between any possible pair of tasks because
all they have inout dependencies on the element m[i][j].

C. Task Expansion Stage

Based on the asTDG, this stage generates an expanded static
TDG (esTDG) representing the complete execution of the pro-
gram in two phases: (1) expand control flow structures (i.e. de-
cide which branches are taken and how many iterations are ex-
ecuted) to determine which tasks are actually instantiated; and
(2) resolve the synchronization predicates to conclude which
tasks have actual dependencies.

1. Control flow expansion. Control flow structures are ex-
panded from outer to inner levels. In the asTDG in fig. 1, the
outer Loop f1 is expanded first, then the inner Loop f2, and
finally the if-else structures f3, f4, f5 and f6. Each expan-
sion requires the evaluation of the associated expressions to
determine the values of each variable. For example, when the
outer loop f1 is expanded, each iteration is associated with the
corresponding values of i.

The expansion process creates two identifiers: (1) a unique
static task construct identifier (sidt), labeling each task con-
struct, and (2) a identifier of the loops involved in the creation
of a task (li), labeling each loop expansion step. The latter
is crucial for dependency resolution, in order to avoid depen-
dencies from later to previously instantiated tasks (backward
dependencies), and both are necessary for generating a task id,
tid, used by our lightweight run-time to identify each task in-
stance (see Section IV, Equation 1 for further details).

The control flow expansion results in a temporary TDG in
which all tasks instantiated at run-time are defined but syn-
chronization predicates are not solved.

2. Synchronization Predicates Resolution. The value of
the variables propagated in the previous stage is used to evalu-
ate predicates and decide which edges actually exist. Likewise,
previously generated identifiers li are used to eliminate back-
wards dependencies, e.g. the T1 instance cannot dependent on
any T2 instance as T1 comes first according to the control flow.

Fig. 2(a) shows the esTDG of the program in Listing 1. It
contains all task instances and all dependencies that could ex-
ist at run-time. Each instance contains the task id tid (com-
puted with Equation 1) that allows the run-time to identify the
task instances in the esTDG, and the corresponding task con-
struct from which it derives. Transitive dependencies (dashed
arrows) are included as well, although they can be removed
because they are redundant.

D. Compiler Complexity

In order to define the complexity of the compiler, we analyse
the complexity of the two stages.

The complexity of the control/data flow analysis stage is
dominated by the PCFG analysis and range analysis phases:
The complexity of the former is related to the number of split
constructs present in the source code, in which Cyclomatic
Complexity [16] metric is usually used; the latter has been
proved to have an asymptotic linear complexity [19].

The complexity of the task expansion stage is dominated by
the computation of the dependencies among tasks, which is
performed using a Cartesian product: The input dependency
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Fig. 2. (a) esTDG of the OpenMP program in Listing 1, (b) Sparse matrix
data structure implementing esTDG shown in figure (a).

of a task can be generated by any of the previously created
task instances. As a result, the complexity is quadratic on the
number of instantiated tasks.

E. Missing Information When Deriving the esTDG

In case our framework cannot derive some information
(mostly when control-flow statements and dependencies con-
tain pointers that may alias or arrays with unresolved sub-
scripts), it still generates an esTDG that correctly represents
the execution of the program.

When an if-else statement cannot be evaluated, all its related
tasks in C are considered for instantiation. Two situations are
equivalent at run-time: (1) a predecessor task never existed be-
cause the associated condition evaluates to false, and (2) a pre-
decessor task has already been executed. As a result, it is not
wrong to define a dependency between two tasks if one of them
eventually does not exist. If a loop cannot be expanded because
its boundaries are unknown, we disable parallelism across iter-
ations by inserting a barrier at the end of the loop. Lastly,
dependencies whose predicate cannot be evaluated are always
kept, forcing the involved tasks to be serialized.

The situations described above will result in a bigger esTDG
(when if-else conditions cannot be evaluated) or in a perfor-
mance loss (when loop bounds or synchronization predicates
cannot be determined), although guarantee a correct esTDG.
In the worst-case scenario, where no information can be de-
rived at compile-time, the resultant esTDG corresponds to the
sequential execution of the program, i.e. all tasks are assumed
to be instantiated, and all loop iterations and tasks execution
are serialized. It is important to remark can embedded applica-
tions can often derive all the required information to complete
the TDG expansion, as it is required for timing analysis [22].

IV. A LIGHTWEIGHT OPENMP4 RUN-TIME

Our run-time uses the esTDG to schedule tasks while hon-
oring their dependencies. We have devised an optimal and
minimal data structure to store the esTDG: a sparse matrix,

which reduces considerably the memory consumption of the
run-time. Fig. 2(b) shows the sparse matrix implementation of
the esTDG presented in fig. 2(a). There, each entry contains an
unique task identifier tid, and stores in separate arrays the tasks
it depends on (input dependencies), and the tasks depending on
it (output dependencies). Moreover, the sparse matrix is sorted
using the tid, so a dichotomic search can be applied.

The mechanism used to match the tasks instantiated at run-
time with the tasks in the esTDG is the tid. This identifier is
computed at both compile-time and run-time, and all the infor-
mation is ensured to be available in both places. It is based on
the sidt and li identifiers (see Section III.C), both introduced
by the compiler. In order to obtain the same li at compile-time
and at run-time, the compiler introduces a loop stack, and push
and pop operations are inserted before the loop begins and af-
ter it ends respectively. At every loop iteration the top of the
stack is increased by 1. The overhead associated to the loop
stack is very little, because it is inserted only in those loops
where tasks are created and the overhead due to the task cre-
ation dominates. tid is then computed by the compiler and the
run-time as follows:

tid = sidt + T ×
Lt∑
i=1

li ·M i (1)

Where T is equal to the number of task constructs in the
source code plus one, Lt is the total number of nested loops
involved in the execution of the task t, i refers to the the nesting
level, li is the value of the loop unique identifier at nesting level
i (computed during expansion at compile-time or with the loop
stack at run-time), and M the maximum number of iterations
of any considered loop.

It is important to note that a task construct can generate mul-
tiple tasks instances, and so the use of loop properties in Equa-
tion 1 (Lt, li, i and M ), guarantees that a unique task identifier
for each task instance. Hence, task instances from different
loop iterations will result in different tid because every nesting
level li is multiplied by the maximum number of iterations M .

Consider task T4, with identifier 79, from fig. 2(a). This task
instance corresponds to the computation of the matrix block
m[2, 1]. We calculate its identifier as follows: (1) sidT4 = 4,
because T4 is the fourth task in sequential order found while
traversing the source code; (2) T = 5 because there are 4
task constructs in the source code; (3) LT4 = 2, the two
nested loops enclosing T4; (4) M = 3, the maximum num-
ber of iterations in any of the two considered loops; and (5)
l1 = 2 and l2 = 1 are the values of the loop identifiers
at the corresponding iteration. Putting all together: T4id =
4 + 5(2 ∗ 31 + 1 ∗ 32) = 79.

Finally, each task instance entry in the sparse matrix has an
associated counter (not shown in the figure) describing its state.
The counter is −1 if the task has not been instantiated or has
finished; it is 0 if the task is ready to run; and it is > 0 if
the task is waiting its input tasks to finish (the value indicates
the number of tasks created and not completed it still depends
on). The run-time task scheduler works as follows: when a
new task is created, the run-time checks the state of its input



tasks. If all their counters are −1, the task is ready to execute;
otherwise, the state of the counter of the new task is initialized
with the number of input tasks with a state ≥ 0. When a task
finishes, it decrements by 1 the counters of all its output tasks
whose counter is > 0. It is important to remark that, when the
esTDG contains tasks whose related if-else statement condi-
tion has not been determined at compile-time (see Section E)
and it evaluates to false at run-time, the value of the counter
is the same as the tasks would have already finished, i.e. −1.

V. EVALUATION

A. Experimental Setup

OpenMP Framework. Our compiler pass has been de-
veloped in Mercurium [7], a source-to-source compiler com-
patible with OpenMP4. Our lightweight run-time has been
developed on top of the GNU libgomp library implementing
OpenMP3.1 (included in GCC version 4.7.2), which supports
tasks but not dependencies. There is a twofold reason to use a
library implementing OpenMP3.1 rather than OpenMP4 1: (1)
both implementations only differ in the dependency checker
(being easier to incorporate a new one, rather than replacing it);
(2) the MPPA processor only supports OpenMP3.1. We also
consider the libgomp library included in GCC 4.9.2, which im-
plements OpenMP4, for comparison purposes.

Applications. From the HPC domain, we consider a
cholesky factorization [5], useful for efficient linear equation
solvers and Monte Carlo simulations. Cholesky can also be
used to accelerate Kalman filter, implemented in autonomous
vehicle navigation systems to detect pedestrians and bicyclists
positions [14]. From the embedded domain, we consider an ap-
plication resembling the 3D path planning [8] (r3DPP), used
for airborne collision avoidance. For comparison purposes, the
applications have been parallelized with OpenMP3.1 too, us-
ing task and taskwait directives.

Platform Setups. Our experiments consider two different
processor setups: (1) two Intel Xeon CPU E5-2670 processors,
featuring 8 cores each, with 20 MB L3; and (2) the MPPA pro-
cessor [3] featuring 256 cores organized in 16 clusters of 16
cores each, and 2 MB of private on-chip memory per clus-
ter. The former executes a complete Linux system, in which
OpenMP3.1 and OpenMP4.0 are supported; the latter, only
supports OpenMP3.1. The Intel Xeon processor is used only
for comparision purposes, as there is no OpenMP4 runtime im-
plemented for the MPPA.

B. Performance Speed-up and Memory Usage

Fig. 3(a) and fig. 4(a) show the performance speed-up
achieved by Cholesky and r3DPP respectively in the Intel Xeon
processor, when varying the number of instantiated tasks,

1To ensure that results are not affected by the version of the library, we
executed the applications considered in this paper without dependence clauses.
Despite the incorrect result, the numbers revealed that both libraries have the
exact same memory usage and performance, demonstrating that the memory
increment is exclusively caused by using different dependency checkers.

TABLE I
MEMORY USAGE OF THE SPARSE MATRIX (IN KB), VARYING THE

NUMBER OF TASKS INSTANTIATED.

Cholesky
Tasks 4 20 120 816 5984

KB 0.11 0.59 3.80 27.09 204.19

r3DPP
Tasks 16 64 256 1024 4096

KB 00.47 1.94 7.88 31.75 127.5

ranging from 1 to 5984 and 4096 respectively, and consider-
ing the three libgomp run-times: OpenMP4, OpenMP3.1 and
OpenMP3.1 augmented with our dependency checker (labeled
as omp4, omp 3.1 and lightweight omp4 respectively). The per-
formance has been computed with the average of 100 execu-
tions. Similarly, fig. 3(b) and fig. 4(b) show the heap memory
usage (in KB) of the three OpenMP run-times when execut-
ing Cholesky and r3DPP respectively in the Intel Xeon proces-
sor and varying the number of instantiated tasks as well. The
memory usage has been extracted using Valgrind Massif [17]
tool, which allows profiling the heap memory consumed by the
run-time in which the TDG structure is maintained.

We observe that both performance and memory usage de-
pend on the number of instantiated tasks: the higher the num-
ber of instances, the better the performance, as the chances
of parallelism increase. When the number of tasks is too
high, however, the overhead introduced by the run-time and
the small workload of each task, slows-down the performance.

Our lightweight omp4 obtains the same performance speed-
ups as the omp4 implementation, and outperforms omp 3.1.
However, in case of omp4, the memory usage rapidly in-
creases, requiring much more memory than our run-time.

The parallelization opportunities brought by the depend
clause make the performance of Cholesky (fig. 3(a)) to in-
crease significantly compared to the OpenMP 3.1 model,
with a speed-up increment from 4x to 12x when instantiat-
ing 5984 tasks. At this point, omp4 consumes 2.5MB while
our lightweight omp4 requires less than 1.3MB. The memory
consumed by omp3.1 is less than 100KB (fig. 3(b)). In fact, the
omp3.1 memory consumption is similar for all the applications
because no structure for dependencies management is needed.

For the r3DPP (fig. 4(a)), the tasking model achieves a per-
formance speed-up of 5.2x and 5.8x with omp4 and lightweight
omp4 respectively, when instantiating 1024 tasks. At this
point, omp4 consumes 400 KB in front of the 200 KB con-
sumed by lightweight omp4 (fig. 4(b)). omp31 achieves a max-
imum performance of 4.5x when 256 tasks are instantiated.
When the number of task instances increases to 4096, all run-
times suffer a significant performance degradation because the
number of instantiated tasks is too high compared to the work-
load computed by each task. The lightweight omp4 suffers a
higher performance penalization due to the dichotomic search.

Table I shows the size of the sparse matrix data structure
implementing the esTDG of each application when varying
the number of instantiated tasks (the memory consumption re-
ported in figs. 3(b) and 4(b) already includes it).



(a) Intel Xeon speed-up (b) Memory usage (c) MPPA speed-up

Fig. 3. Performance speed-up and memory usage (in KB) of the Cholesky running with lightweight omp4, omp4 and omp 3.1, and varying the number of tasks.

(a) Intel Xeon speedup (b) Memory usage (c) MPPA speedup

Fig. 4. Performance speed-up and memory usage (in KB) of the r3DPP running with lightweight omp4, omp4 and omp 3.1, and varying the number of tasks.

To evaluate the benefit of OpenMP4 on a memory con-
strained many-core architecture, we evaluated our lightweight
run-time on the MPPA processor. Figs. 3(c) and 4(c) show the
performance speed-up of Cholesky and r3DPP executed in one
MPPA cluster, considering the lightweight omp4 and omp31
run-times and varying the number of tasks. Note that omp4
run-time experiments are not provided because MPPA does not
support it. Memory consumption is the same as the one shown
in fig. 3(b) and 4(b). r3DPP increases the performance speed-
up from 9x to 12x when using our lightweight omp4 rather than
omp3.1 and only consuming 200 KB. Cholesky presents a sig-
nificant speed-up increment when instantiating 816 tasks, i.e.
from 2.5x to 9x, consuming only 220 KB.

C. Impact of Missing Information When Deriving the esTDG

The impact of missing information when deriving the
esTDG may vary depending on the amount of unknown data.
For example, in Listing 1, not determining the condition in line
5 (f3), results in a bigger esTDG than not determining the con-
dition in line 16 (f6). The reason is because the task protected
with f3 (T1) is instantiated only once, while the task protected
with f6 (T4) is instantiated four times (see fig. 2(a)), and so
considering that T1 is always instantiated has a higher impact
than considering T4.

Despite our compiler-pass has been able to derive the com-
plete esTDG of the two applications, in order to properly mea-
sure the impact of missing information in terms of esTDG size
we evaluate the case in which the compiler cannot obtain all
information from r3DPP. First, we identify those if-else state-
ments with the highest and lowest impact (in each scenario the
compiler is unable to determine 25% of the conditions). As-
suming that 1024 tasks are instantiated (peak performance),

the scenario with the highest impact increases the esTDG by
126.67% (71.97 KBs); the scenario with the lowest impact in-
creases the esTDG by only 7.77% (34.22 KBs). Second, we
assume the loop bounds cannot be determined. In this case,
the execution becomes sequential, as most of the parallelism
of the application comes from executing multiple iterations in
parallel (similar with Cholesky). It is important to remark that,
in real-time it is mandatory to determine the loop bounds in
order to derive timing guarantees [22].

VI. RELATED WORK

Sarkar et al.[26] presented a framework for partitioning and
scheduling tasks at compile-time balancing tasks granularity,
and thus overhead and parallelism. Vijaykumar et al.[25] pro-
posed a set of heuristics to generate a TDG for massively data-
parallel applications based on the CFG and use-definition anal-
ysis, aiming at reducing communication and synchronization
overheads. Yet none of these methodologies are able to create
at compile-time a TDG for complex and irregular algorithms.

Pugh et al.[11] proposed a new technique to detect depen-
dencies at compile-time and map HPC kernels into cluster
nodes. The disadvantage is that it is expensive and introduces
overhead to the compiler while, in our proposal, much simpler
dependency analysis are enough to check tasks parallelism.

Tzenakis [12] et al. implemented task instantiation, depen-
dence analysis and scheduling techniques and proved their ef-
ficiency over other run-times such as SMPSs [20]. However,
this method has run-time overhead and requires heavy data-
structures for dynamic dependency checking. Finally, some
hybrid approaches [23] have been presented to try to get the
best of both static and dynamic methods, but it still introduces



too much overhead, as they recognize.
OpenMP run-times for multi-core platforms with limited

memory resources have been proposed [13] for OpenMP2.5
in which the tasking model is not supported.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

This paper presents a novel framework to allow executing
OpenMP4 programs in many-core embedded processors re-
lying on small on-chip memories. Our framework is com-
posed of: (1) a new compiler pass capable of generating an ex-
panded static TDG (esTDG) of OpenMP programs, containing
all tasks and all dependencies that can possibly exist, and (2)
a lightweight memory efficient run-time library based on the
esTDG. Our tests reveal that, compared to current OpenMP4
implementations, our run-time significantly reduces the mem-
ory consumption, providing a similar speed-up. Moreover, we
empower the MPPA processor to execute OpenMP4 programs.
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